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Steve Dalachinsky shared a link.

January 12 at 11:59am ·
How David Bowie, Kurt Cobain & Thom Yorke Write Songs With William Burroughs’ Cut-Up
Technique
The strict realist mold that dominated fiction and poetry for over a hundred years broke open in
the late nineteenth century with symbolist French poets like Arthur…
OPENCULTURE.COM
LikeCommentShare
You, Steve Dalachinsky, Tamara Wyndham and 17 others like this.
4 comments
20 shares

Comments

Barbara Barg Shouldn't Tristen Tzara be given credit for the cut-up technique. He did it before
Burroughs.
Like · Reply · 3 · January 12 at 1:06pm · Edited
Hawk Alfredson Edgar Allan Poe did it before Tristan Tzara...
Like · Reply · January 13 at 4:04am
Barbara Barg Poe? I had no idea about that.
Like · Reply · January 13 at 9:16am
Hawk Alfredson Barbara Barg, Google: Literary Life of Thingum Bob, Esq. By Edgar Allan Poe.
You have to scroll down almost to the bottom of the piece & start reading around "Toward the
end of this interview with Mr. Crab..." There is a quite clear description of a cut-up, & Burroughs,
maybe by coincidence, wrote about "crab-people"...
Unlike · Reply · 1 · January 13 at 2:50pm
Jim Leftwich the paragraph in the Poe story (from 1850) is a parody, or at least is presented as
a parody. it's pretty funny. i suppose Gysin might have read it, but the story is that he discovered
his cut-up practice by accident. he was mounting some drawings and accidentally cut through
some newspapers he had underneath the cutting board.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4:22pm
Write a reply...

Larry Sawyer Concur.
Like · Reply · January 12 at 1:14pm
Steve Dalachinsky i wonder if these cts relly did that
Like · Reply · 1 · January 12 at 3:01pm

http://openculture.com/


Jim Leftwich in the first paragraph of his essay entitled The Cut-Up Method of Brion Gysin
Burroughs gives credit to Tzara.
http://www.ubu.com/papers/burroughs_gysin.html
U B U W E B :: William S. Burroughs "The Cut-Up Method of Brion Gysin"
UBU.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · Yesterday at 4:04pm
Write a reply...

Louise Landes Levi Burroughs & Bowei were closely aligned, in the early 70s, read Ian
Macfadyen's WILLIAMＳＴＵＡＲＴBURROUGHS/Cut to know the details.
Like · Reply · January 13 at 11:15am
Catherine Mehrl Bennett In the video at the above link and in many other interviews in print and
video, Wm. Burroughs explicitly gives credit to Brion Gysin, who started doing it in the 50's, and
Gysin also starts doing it with tape mixing/splicing/whatever... Why everyone continues to credit
Burroughs with this technique is a mystery.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 2:55pm
Jim Leftwich Burroughs popularized and proselytized for the method, so he gets credit for it in
the popular imagination. he became the visible surface of the idea.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4:38pm
Steve Dalachinsky i think gysin predates him a bit on this
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 4:39pm
Steve Dalachinsky as to bowie tho i know little about him i am part of an event at which there'll
be an reenactment of a conversation between b and b from rolling stone again something i
know nothing about
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4:40pm
De Villo Sloan Harold Norse also takes credit for the cut-up in "Beat Hotel."
Unlike · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4:43pm
Jim Leftwich Gysin stumbled upon the method in his hotel room while Burroughs was out to
lunch, showed him the method when he got back to the room -- in The Beat Hotel, in 1959.
Norse moved in in 1960 and participated in a process that was already underway.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 4:58pm · Edited
Jim Leftwich the rolling stone conversation is online. i read it a few days ago, it's pretty
interesting.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4:45pm
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Vilém Flusser
Towards A Philosophy of Photography.

The significance — the meaning — of images rests on their surfaces. It may be seized at a
glance. However, in this case the meaning seized will be superficial. If we want to give meaning
any depth, we have to permit our glance to travel over the surface, and thus to reconstruct
abstracted dimensions. This traveling of the eyes over the surface of an image is "scanning."
The path followed by our scanning eyes is complex, because it is formed both by the image
structure and by the intentions we have in observing the image. The meaning of the image as it
is disclosed by scanning, then, is the synthesis of two intentions: the one manifest in the image
itself, the other in the observer. Thus, images are not "denoting" symbol-complexes such as
numbers, for instance, but "connoting" symbol-complexes: images offer room for interpretation.

As the scanning glance travels over the image surface, it grasps one image element after
another: it establishes a time-relation between them. It may return to an element already seen,
and thus it transforms "before" into "after." This time dimension, as it is reconstructed through
scanning, is thus one of eternal return. The glance may return over and over again to the same
image element, establishing that element as a center of the meaning of the image. Scanning
establishes meaningful relationships between elements in the image. Space dimensions, as
reconstructed through scanning, are those meaningful relationships, those complexes within



which one element gives meaning to all the others, and receives its own meaning from all the
others in return.

Such space-time as reconstructed from images is proper to magic, where everything repeats
itself and where everything partakes of meaningful context. The world of magic is structurally
different from the world of historical linearity, where nothing ever repeats itself, where everything
is an effect of causes and will become a cause of further effects. For example, in the historical
world, sunrise is the cause of the cock's crowing; in the 'magical world, sunrise means crowing
and crowing means sunrise. Images have magical meaning.

If images are to be deciphered, their magical character must be taken into account. It is a
mistake to decipher images as if they were "frozen events." On the contrary, they are
translations of events into situations; they substitute scenes for events. Their magical power is
due to their surface structure, and their inherent dialectics, their inner contradictions, must be
appreciated in light of this magic they have.
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Vilém Flusser
Towards A Philosophy of Photography.

Symbol: a consciously or unconsciously conventionalized sign.

Symptom: a sign caused by its meaning.

Reality: that which stands in our path towards death.

Redundance: repeated information; therefore what is probable.

Character: a written sign.

Code: a system of signs ordered by rules.
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Vilém Flusser
Towards A Philosophy of Photography.

Images are mediations between man and world. 'Man "ek-sists," which means that he has no
immediate access to the world. Images are meant to render the world accessible and
imaginable to man. But, even as they do so, they interpose themselves between man and the
world. They are meant to be maps, and they become screens/ Instead of presenting the world to
man, they re-present it, put themselves in place of the world, to the extent that man lives as a
function of the images he has produced. He no longer deciphers them, but projects them back
into the world "out there" without having deciphered them. The world becomes image-like, a
context of scenes and situations. This reversal of the function of images may be called "idolatry,"
and we can currently see how this comes about: omnipresent technical images have begun
magically to restructure "reality" into an image-like scenario. What is involved here is a kind of
oblivion. Man forgets that he produces images in order to find his way in the world; he now tries
to find his way in images. He no longer deciphers his own images, but lives in their function.
Imagination has become hallucination.

The present is not the first time that this inner dialectics of image mediation has taken on critical
dimensions. In the course of the second millennium, B.C., man became equally alienated from
his images. Some men then tried to recall the original intention behind images. They attempted
to destroy the screen in order to open the way to the world again. Their method was to tear the
image elements out from the surface and to align them. They invented linear writing. In doing
so, they transcoded the circular time of magic into the linear time of history. They created
"historical consciousness" and history in the proper meaning of the term. Ever since, historical
consciousness has been committed to a struggle against magical consciousness, and we may
observe this commitment against images in the Jewish prophets and some Greek philosophers,
more especially in Plato.

This struggle of writing against images, of historical consciousness against magic, marks all of
history. When writing was invented, a new capacity came into being: "conceptualization." This is
the capacity to abstract lines from surfaces, to produce and to decipher texts. Conceptual
thinking is more abstract than image-thinking, because (he former abstracts all the dimensions



from phenomena except the linear. Inventing writing, then, man took a further step away from
the world. Texts do not mean the world, but the images which they tear up. To decipher texts is
to find out what images they refer to. The purpose of texts is to explain images, to transcode
image elements and ideas into concepts. Texts are meta-codes of images.

The struggle between texts and images poses the question of the relationship between text and
image. It is the central question of history. In the Middle Ages, the question took the form of the
struggle between Christian fidelity to texts against the idolatry of the heathens. In modernity, the
question takes the form of the struggle between textual science and imaginary ideologies. It is a
dialectical struggle. As Christianity fights paganism, it absorbs images and itself grows pagan.
As science fights ideologies, it absorbs images and itself grows ideological. The explanation for
this dialectic is this: although texts explain images in order to explain them away, images in their
turn illustrate texts in order to render their meaning imaginable. Although conceptual thinking
analyses magical thinking in order to do away with it, magical thinking infiltrates conceptual
thinking in order to imagine its m concepts. In the course of this dialectical process, conceptual
and magical thinking mutually reinforce themselves: texts become more imaginative, and
images become more conceptual. The process proceeds until the point is reached where the
highest degree of imagination may be found in scientific texts, and the highest degree of
conceptualization may be found in images of the kind produced by computers. The original code
hierarchy is thus overthrown as if from behind, and texts — which originally were meta-codes for
images— may have images for their meta-codes.

However, there is more to this dialectic. Writing, like images, is a mediation, and is thus subject
to the same inner dialectic. Writing does not only contradict images, but is itself torn by an inner
contradiction. The purpose of writing is to mediate between man and his images, to explain
them. In doing so, texts interpose themselves between man and image: they hide the world from
man instead of making it transparent for him. When this occurs, man can no longer decipher his
texts nor reconstruct the ideas they mean. Texts grow unimaginable, and man lives as a
function of his texts. A "textolatry" occurs, which is just as "hallucinatory as idolatry. An example
of texlolatry is orthodox Christianity and Marxism: texts projected, undeciphered, into the world
"out there," man experiencing, knowing, and evaluating the world as a function of his texts. An
impressive example of the unimaginability of texts is furnished by scientific discourse: the
scientific universe (the sum of the meaning of scientific texts) is not even supposed to be
imagined. When we imagine something in the scientific universe, we are victims of improper
decoding: he who wishes to imagine the meaning of the equations of relativity theory does not
know at all what they are about. Since in the last analysis all concepts mean ideas (however
logical analysis may define "idea"), the universe of science is an "empty" one.

Textolatry reached a critical stage in the 19th century. In the strictest sense, this was the end of
history. History, in this strict sense, is the progressive transcoding of images into concepts,
progressive explanation of Images, progressive demagicification, progressive conceptualization.
Where texts are no longer imaginable, there is nothing more to explain, and history ceases.



It was precisely at this critical stage, in the 19th century, that technical images were invented: in
order to render texts imaginable again, to charge them with magic, and thus, to overcome the
crisis of history.
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Fwd: exhibition of pages from Asemic magazine 15

Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (2 days ago)
to me
fyi
this was a nice surprise
synchronous only maybe--
truthfully i am bothered that u weren't in here, but we have covered that
anyway, i have you to thank in re the start of it all

-----Original Message-----
From: Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>
To: gazetim <gazetim@bigpond.com>
Sent: Sat, Jan 16, 2016 6:43 pm
Subject: exhibition of pages from Asemic magazine 15

Hi All.

Inna Kirillova & Gleb Kolomiets, editors of the magazine Слова/Slova,
curated an exhibition of their favourite pages from Asemic 15 in the
first week of December last year, in the Culture Center in Smolensk, Russia.

Here is a link to the exhibition catalogue PDF, which you can download:



https://www.dropbox.com/s/3wappcpiitndbxk/Catalogue_Without%20Words_without_blank_pag
es.pdf?dl=0

There are some photos of the exhibition & visitors here:
https://vk.com/album-62824994_225119715 (linked from Dec 10 post here:
https://vk.com/wall-62824994?own=1)

Best wishes,

Tim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:05 PM (12 hours ago)
to Bill
this is an interesting new definition of asemic writing. i haven't seen it before.

"Asemic writing can be defined as a form of calligraphy that uses unreadable characters and
symbols that do not belong to any existing language."

here is one kind of response:
1. a form of calligraphy
--yes, it is indeed fully capable of exploring calligraphic forms
--of course, it cannot be limited to only that area of exploration

2. uses unreadable characters and symbols
--it can use familiar characters and symbols, recontextualized
--it can use marks and spaces
--it can use distressed/damaged/destabilized letters (characters)
--it can use fragments of words, overprintings, and erasures
--and, it can cover a wide spectrum of degrees of un/readability

3. do not belong to any existing language
--again, it can explore this set of possibilities, but it cannot be required to do so

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to defined
very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we must be
able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually asemic, but
because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to refer to a
very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

these days i am leaning heavily towards the second kind of response.



billybobbeamer@aol.com

3:17 PM (10 hours ago)
to me
so much else was happening yesterday, i haven't had a chance too read.

an eloquent response. wow.
i'm guessing that you will include
all this in yr encyclopedia
of asemic writing ... not the correct title, but...

if yr poetry these days contains the brilliance of yr analysis below, well...
watch out! or some similar phrase. seriously.

ecghech!hoping for warmer days

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:27 PM (10 hours ago)
to Bill
i feel very focused on the writing these days
but, even with several re-readings and re-writings
i wasn't able to notice the omission of the word "be"
in the following

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to be
defined very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we
must be able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually
asemic, but because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to
refer to a very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

i'm afraid i am using the ostrich approach to writing these days, ignoring as much of the real
world as i can.
it's an unhealthy approach, and it scares me.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

4:37 PM (9 hours ago)
to me
i noticed, but seemed a bit picky to point to in the face of



what i think is a great little essay/response, etc.

i do hope you are able to resolve the fear you mention

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:54 PM (3 hours ago)
to Bill
this was just posted, by
Amanda Earl at Angel House Press

asemic writing: recent history and ongoing research
https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays

i have been asking people to make similar little collections of their writings on this subject.
i don't know if anyone will take me up on it.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Julian Jaynes, in The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind
"Think of some problem or concern in a vague kind of way. Then look out the window suddenly
or around where you are and take the first thing your eye lights upon, and try to ‘read’ out of it
something about your problem. Sometimes nothing will happen. But at other times the message
will simply flash into your mind. I have just done this as I write and from my north window see a
television aerial against a twilight sky. I may divine this as meaning I am being much too
speculative, picking up fleeting suggestions from flimsy air—an unfortunate truth if I am to face
these matters at all. I again think vaguely of my concerns and, walking about, suddenly cast my
eyes on the floor of an adjoining room where an assistant has been building an apparatus, and
see a frayed wire with several strands at the end. I divine that my problem in this chapter is to
tie together several different strands and loose ends of evidence. And so on."

from The Paranormal Encyclopedia

Jaynes was an avid proponent of divination and made divination a key factor of his theory on
the development of modern conscious thought in his book, “The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind”. He divided divination into four categories:



1- Omens and omen texts: Jaynes called this category, “The most primitive, clumsy, but
enduring method...is the simple recording of sequences of unusual or important events.” For
instance, the pattern of flight in a flock of birds might have indicated either a direction to travel or
a direction from which an enemy might attack. Some auguries have grown into superstitions
such as if your palm itches, you’ll receive money or a black cat crossing your path is an omen of
bad luck to come.
2- Sortilege (cleromancy): The casting of lots such as bones, sticks, dice, coins, etc.
3- Augury: Divination through subjective interpretation. Often-used types of divination, some of
examples of augury are astrology, dowsing, scrying, tarot readings, and palmistry.
4- Spontaneous: Divination from what the diviner sees or hears. One example of spontaneous
divination is bibliomancy (as described above). Spontaneous divination often includes
techniques used in the other three categories, such as flipping a coin or making a decision by
playing “rock, paper, scissors,” which are both a type of sortilege.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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marton rec'd my package

Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com



4:55 PM (19 hours ago)
to me
in his email he wrote the following:

''Bill: your wonderful gift has just arrived safe and sound. It made my day. I've already started
studying some of the pieces with a magnifying glass. Amazing work, amazing concept, amazing
generosity. ''

i sent maybe 12 works? i don't remember, tho i had to declare--wasn't sure then, but that's about
right.
the reason i send this to you, not to boast, but to affirm a communication , wherein we 3 --and
many more
--share common ground.... defined and being defined by you...narrowed so that all know from
whence they came...
...as we move on

if that even makes sense...

i am frozen...we had to take kathy's aunt who is late 80's to the doctor...it has been a day
but was glad to receive this email

and hope u are as ok as you can be.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

5:06 PM (18 hours ago)
to Bill
that's a really nice response. i'm not surprised that you and Marton have established a
connection.

thanks, bill, but as for me defining things, i don't see it like that.
the field is vast. i've only been making visual poems (and calling them that) since 1994.
i know a bunch of people who have been doing it for 40 - 50 years.
and even they weren't among the first.
i am adding my take on things to the mix. that's all.
i don't have and don't want to have the first word or the last word on anything.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

5:22 PM (18 hours ago)
to me
i understand.  yr 'take' tho bears considerable weight in the discussion of asemic writing,
especially.



if i remember, tim went back to henri michaeux, in the 1st doc. i read in 2004--a doc you were
on also... and aren't there
earlier chinese references  you have mentioned? they go waaay back, if i recall... wish i cld
remember names.
anyway, i'm glad you are pursuing definitions...putting things in their place, so to speak...as you
indicated earlier, not many are doing that.

i do enjoy marton. and his work. he is mailing me a book...will share with you when i get

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

5:48 PM (18 hours ago)
to Bill
Tim called Michaux, Gysin and Dotremont "ancestors," a good choice of words.
there are thousands of ancestors.
Michaux, Gysin and Dotremont are good choices if one is looking at precedents for the
quasi-calligraphic strain.
the Chinese calligraphers you are thinking of are Zhang Xu and Huai Su, for their wild cursive
script, or "crazy grass writing".
Huai Su wrote a largely illegible autobiography in 777 AD.
Marco has been introducing me to a lot of Italian visual poets, mostly from the 1970s, who
incorporated what they called "scritture desemantizzate" (desemanticized writing) in their vispo
compositions.
what i'm mainly interested in these days is the term "asemic writing" itself. i don't claim that the
idea or the practice originated in the late 1990s.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

9:25 PM (14 hours ago)
to me
u once wrote that you and tim brought asemic writing into the 20th c.
but, yes, i have understood and do understamd  what you are saying...
i get yr goal [at least as i understand it], in other words
&yes,thanks--grass writers~~... i am going there after this email
wow-desemanticized
will be interested in ex....will look that up too

reviewing the interface w/art of the time..
crtnly significant parallels....intrsections
wiki below
this is basically the referenced period.



mimmo rotella is an artist i enjoy. his deconstructions are like anti-asemia or inverse asemia
[pun not intended][chants]

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=mimmo
%20rotella

Arte povera[edit]

Main article: Arte povera
The term Arte Povera was introduced in Italy during the period of upheaval at the end of the
1960s, when artists were taking a radical stance. Artists began attacking the values of
established institutions of government, industry, and culture, and even questioning whether art
as the private expression of the individual still had an ethical reason to exist. Italian art critic
Germano Celant organized two exhibitions in 1967 and 1968, followed by an influential book
called Arte Povera, promoting the notion of a revolutionary art, free of convention, the power of
structure, and the market place. Although Celant attempted to encompass the radical elements
of the entire international scene, the term properly centered on a group of Italian artists who
attacked the corporate mentality with an art of unconventional materials and style.
The most wide-ranging public collection of works from the Arte Povera movement is at the
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein.

Transavantgarde[edit]

Transavantgarde is the Italian version of Neo-expressionism, an art movement that swept
through Italy, and the rest of Western Europe, in the late 1970s and 1980s. The term
transavantgarde was coined by the Italian art critic, Achille Bonito Oliva, and literally means
beyond the avant-garde. This art movement rejectedconceptual art, reintroducing
emotion―especially joy―back into painting and sculpture. The artists revived figurative art and
symbolism. The principal transavantgarde artists were Sandro Chia, Francesco Clemente, Enzo
Cucchi, Nicola de Maria, Mimmo Paladino and Remo Salvadori.

anyway, jim, interesting material to re- investigate/new Investigation. thanks again

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:04 AM (11 hours ago)



to Bill
Tim and i named it "asemic writing." then we frenetically circulated it  in the networks. it was
exciting. we were very enthusiastic. the term "asemic writing" caught on. but a lot of people
didn't really understand it. they just thought "this is fun! -- "what a cool idea!" -- and made
millions of works and attached the name to everything under the sun. the name itself, once Tim
and i got it in motion -- by throwing it into the swirl of the networks over and over, until it was
visible there, visible and in motion --  then the name itself became generative. it was completely
out of our control by the early 00s. so, we got what we wanted, we got the idea into circulation,
and it has been mutating and replicating ever since.
i really shouldn't argue with any of that.
i should just say i am writing poems and writing about poems. other folks are doing other things.
why not?

i like art povera, and mimmo rotella. the transavantgarde not so much.
Jim Leftwich1:09 AM (10 hours ago)
poesia visiva, Spatola archives http://www.archiviomauriziospatola.com/Sitone...

billybobbeamer@aol.com

4:53 AM (7 hours ago)
to me

i like art povera, and mimmo rotella. the transavantgarde not so much.

agreed... yr writing some good stuff on here

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

4:55 AM (7 hours ago)
to me
thanks--something rich to explore

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Fwd: exhibition of pages from Asemic magazine 15

Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
fyi
this was a nice surprise

synchronous only maybe--

truthfully i am bothered that u weren't in here, but we have covered that

anyway, i have you to thank in re the start of it all

-----Original Message-----
From: Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>
To: gazetim <gazetim@bigpond.com>
Sent: Sat, Jan 16, 2016 6:43 pm
Subject: exhibition of pages from Asemic magazine 15

Hi All.

Inna Kirillova & Gleb Kolomiets, editors of the magazine Слова/Slova,
curated an exhibition of their favourite pages from Asemic 15 in the
first week of December last year, in the Culture Center in Smolensk, Russia.

Here is a link to the exhibition catalogue PDF, which you can download:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3wappcpiitndbxk/Catalogue_Without%20Words_without_blank_pag
es.pdf?dl=0

There are some photos of the exhibition & visitors here:
https://vk.com/album-62824994_225119715 (linked from Dec 10 post here:
https://vk.com/wall-62824994?own=1)

Best wishes,



Tim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to Bill
this is an interesting new definition of asemic writing. i haven't seen it before.

"Asemic writing can be defined as a form of calligraphy that uses unreadable characters and
symbols that do not belong to any existing language."

here is one kind of response:
1. a form of calligraphy
--yes, it is indeed fully capable of exploring calligraphic forms
--of course, it cannot be limited to only that area of exploration

2. uses unreadable characters and symbols
--it can use familiar characters and symbols, recontextualized
--it can use marks and spaces
--it can use distressed/damaged/destabilized letters (characters)
--it can use fragments of words, overprintings, and erasures
--and, it can cover a wide spectrum of degrees of un/readability

3. do not belong to any existing language
--again, it can explore this set of possibilities, but it cannot be required to do so

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to defined
very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we must be
able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually asemic, but
because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to refer to a
very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

these days i am leaning heavily towards the second kind of response.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to me
so much else was happening yesterday, i haven't had a chance too read.

an eloquent response. wow.



i'm guessing that you will include
all this in yr encyclopedia
of asemic writing ... not the correct title, but...

if yr poetry these days contains the brilliance of yr analysis below, well...
watch out! or some similar phrase. seriously.

ecghech!hoping for warmer days

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to Bill
i feel very focused on the writing these days
but, even with several re-readings and re-writings
i wasn't able to notice the omission of the word "be"
in the following

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to be
defined very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we
must be able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually
asemic, but because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to
refer to a very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

i'm afraid i am using the ostrich approach to writing these days, ignoring as much of the real
world as i can.
it's an unhealthy approach, and it scares me.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to me
i noticed, but seemed a bit picky to point to in the face of
what i think is a great little essay/response, etc.

i do hope you are able to resolve the fear you mention

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to Bill
this was just posted, by
Amanda Earl at Angel House Press

asemic writing: recent history and ongoing research
https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays

i have been asking people to make similar little collections of their writings on this subject.
i don't know if anyone will take me up on it.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 18 (1 day ago)
to me
excellent! thanks for sharing.
i appreciate yr. mentioning our book

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Marco Giovenale

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to me
i've read some pieces here and there and saved all the 11 emails you've sent me in a series of
txt files.
i hope i can read them soon!
i know that michael jacobson wrote the wiki piece or part of it. but, since i know him as a good
person, i can't think he changed the 2013 version and am inclined to think some wiki editor did
something wrong... alas!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to Marco
thank you again, marco.

maybe someone else was doing the wiki editing by 2013.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to me
im askin myself if it's it is a good idea if i ask michael to check the two versions...!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to Marco
i don't know. i've never had a lot of interaction with michael.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
i'll think about it. maybe i'll ask him to check the wiki post...

by the way, a good thing to do is (will be) to repost somewhere all the stuff you include in your
emails. as to make clear some passages about the birth of the term "asemic". history is
absolutely fundamental, i agree with your notes. theories can build whole castles in the air, but
history is (or it should be) an actual unavoidable ground. history is the very first step.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Marco
i have been attempting to include all of our substantial exchanges in my Six Months books. i'm
also putting a lot of other asemic-and-related material in those books -- that's why i decided to
call the series a journal, rather than a poem, though i suppose in an odd way it has taken on the
shape of a twentieth century epic, a long poem with history, maybe similar to Williams
(Paterson). not that i have planned to write an epic poem, only that i have wound up in that kind
of territory).
also, i put together 16-pages of writings about the subject, many of which were published in the
00s, and Amanda Earl is publishing it sometime in the next few weeks.
so, i am working on preserving the history, the part of it i have been involved in. that's the best
that i can do. theory is something else.



Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
Six Months will be remembered as one of the greatest "opere mondo" [world opus?] of the XXI
century, i think.
i still have to read the last (more or less) seven/ten books. i consider it a masterpiece.

can't wait to read the post Amanda Earl will make. please share the link when it's up.

hugs!
Marco

(must go out for a while. back in the evening/night, i hope)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Marco
thank you, Marco. it is wonderful to know you think this about the Six Months books!

i just sent you a long email about the exchange with pete.
absolutely exhausting thing to write.
and i still haven't written pete.
Marco GiovenaleJan 15 (4 days ago)
you are great

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Marco
thank you for everything, marco! i tell my wife what you say in your emails and she says, sure,
but we still need to pay the bills. she keeps me down to earth (most of the time).

i wrote pete, but he hasn't responded.

it would be great if he would produce a text, or a text accompanied by images from his
extensive archives, to clarify and solidify his perspective on all of the matters. i suggested as
much, but have no indication that he will do it. he might reasonably think that he has already
done enough.



for us, we can carry on with our researches and discussions. for one thing, i still have a lot to
learn about the Italian poetries of the 60s, 70s and 80s! i am working on it.

we are having some computer issues today.
the Monoskop pages are not loading, and my google docs pages are not loading either.
i will try again later, but so far today no luck.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

luciano caruso

Marco Giovenale

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to me
here i am jim.
i made some photos going through the pages of the catalogue of caruso's artist books.

i know personally the curator and i am a friend of the panizzi library (which is in reggio emilia, a
city i do love), but i didn't ask them permission for reproduction. so please do not spread these
images. the folder is for you.

i only published one pic right now here:
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/2016/01/di-altre-scritture-luciano-caruso-1966.html
and i hope they won't be annoyed by my post...

i find caruso's work astounding.

i'll also look for something by roberto sanesi and i'll try to publish what i will find asap.

best!
11 Attachments

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Marco
thanks very much for these. i will not circulate them.
some of them are absolutely astounding. i haven't seen this work before.



Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
yes! luciano caruso and stelio maria martini made so many works... it's impossible to write a list.
most of them are rare items for collectors. alas.
all of them (or 99%) are numbered editions. they circulated a lot in the 70s and 80s, in groups
and among readers and vispoets --especially the ones in neaples, florence, rome...
it'd be great to make posts. republish documents, make scans and put stuff online.
it would need two or three lives to make all the work it should be done!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Marco
you know i have a particular affinity for poets who are excessively prolific.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
me too !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

tomorrow/today

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to me
sorry i'm going offline, jim.
thanks for liking my replies to pete. sorry for him.



i think i've maybe been rude too.
if you write him, tell him i want peace and ask him to delete his comments. i will delete my ones.
the conversation we had doesn't seem precisely a gentlemen's one.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to Marco
he sent me a facebook message just a little while ago and said he had unfriended you.
all i said was that this has gotten very messy.

you can delete the original post if you want to, and then repost it -- again, if you want to.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 14 (5 days ago)
to Marco
here is your last long comment, in case all of it gets deleted

Marco Giovenale ok there are philosophical layers and linguistic layers. some of them depend
on the linguistic and cultural tradition and area you belong to.
i believe you are absolutely clear in your position and i respect it, in its refusal of the very
concept of "maninglessness". but i also think there's a misunderstanding.

a few days ago i posted the cover of Pignotti and Stefanelli's "La scrittura verbo-visiva" (1980).
you liked it and commented positively on it. well, take page 143 and read about "La negazione
del significato" (the negation of meaning) then page 148, "Dall'illeggibilità alla cancellatura"
(from illegibility [?] to erasure), where the authors deal with Franz Mon and Adriano Spatola,
among others.

well. meaningless=illegible. it's not a black hole swallowing us all.

in the 60s and 70s and 80s, in Italy (and I know --everywhere) an actual *constellation* of
authors made great handwritten works. tons of works. thousands. many of them took the path of
the "illegible" writing. they DID NOT use the term asemic. they meant the writing could be
"illegible" and at the same time full of (how can i say?) "energy". do you want to use the term
meaning? no problem.

look at "Verso la poesia totale" (1969 and 1978), by Adriano Spatola (page 60 of the English
translation, "Toward total poetry", Otis Publishing, 2008). in dealing with Magdalo Mussio's work
(look for his art @ gammm.org [that is for other readers, i know you know Mussio]) Spatola says
Mussio's *calligraphy* "becomes or aspires to become illegible".



"asemic", a more recent term, is born (the way Jim explains) at the end of the 90s. thanks to the
net, it spread *differently*, giving us all the impression it is a real movement. (i doubt it is: i
consider it is a shiny constellation of different experiments, and usually i apply the term only to
what *resembles* writing but is not).

in the italian language and recent vispo tradition (and in spite of some serious lack of
transmission of codes in recent years) the term "asemic" isn't synonym of "absolutely
meaningless". it means "illegible". so, as a label, it can be used.

more. that term started keeping several people connected, thanks to the net. (something like
that could happen also in the past decades, yes, but --as a matter of fact-- not so easily and
quickly as now).

of course meaninglessness isn't possible in human activities. and attempts in reaching a deep
meaninglessness in art drive often to shiny and meaningful works.
G A M M M
literature / criticism / installation(s) / research
GAMMM.ORG
Unlike · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · 41 mins

Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
thanks again, jim. maybe i'll repost the link, saving some useful comments.
bad feelings and pointless attacks and attempts at war are mere pollution. they also depict a
shameful portrait of pete, not to mention the offense he spread. who needs this?

as for the fb 'behaviour', pete not only unfriended me, i think he has 'blocked' me. as far as i can
understand the insane tools facebook provides, i think that when you are 'blocked' you cannot
see your non-friend's posts anymore, and he can't see yours. there's a wall between the two. it's
what i am experiencing now. i can't even see pete "exists" on facebook, then of course i can't
even send a message to him nor ask his friendship. (and at this point i am glad i can't!).

so he not only doesn't want to talk to me, listen to me, respect my kind attempts to explain
something. he has actually attacked me, then built a wall against my words and identity. and
since ---as you said in a previous email--- this kind of behavior by pete is not new, i think it's not
my problem, and a problem with me. it's a war he declares to different people from time to time.

a bit more than messy, this is abnormal or disturbed behaviour, and an almost stalinist praxis.

at this point, i prefer not to have any kind of dialogue with him.



more. i think he absolutely isn't aware of a crucial point. he maybe doesn't *intentionally* face a
point. the point is: all over the net, in blogs, in facebook and in groups we belong to, the english
language is *the* main language, the only language, 100%, even if posts and stuff come from all
over the world, and several cultures and languages and way of thinking/feeling contribute to
groups, threads, posts.

so pete doesn't seem to understand (or doesn't want to understand) that any linguistically and
culturally hegemonic position may play an intelligent and more efficient role only at the *cost* of
actively (and joyfully!) practicing a constantl self-criticism.

if hegemonic cultures do not listen to minorities, they are condemned not to understand
themselves. they're condemned to repeat their mistakes. they don't understand the very
concepts of difference *and* 'différance', nor the multi-faceted aspects of languages, cultures,
and (human) history ---as a whole!

(and, of course, the minorities should do the same. no one should avoid self-criticism. any
culture should respect other traditions and others' perception of facts, signs, history, shared
phenomena).

well.
but all of this is pure "bullshit", in pete's vocabulary, since he doesn't even start to listen. that's
why he risks to be (i don't want to think he actually *is*) stalinist at heart.

as guy debord once said, in an assembly of laborers the first step is to let the stalinists out of the
door.

that is sad (and it's a kind of marginalisation/exclusion. but ---who knows--- maybe it's what
stalinists really want. so that they can feel comforted and think they're right against the sick
world. so that they can go on in their (often imaginary) war. or wars.

i hope i didn't convey negative energy to you. sorry if my shock in facing pete's behaviour has
been disturbing. please excuse me, jim, also for my long emails!

hugs

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Marco
this is so bizarre from my position. you are absolutely right, for me to call the situation messy
was a way of avoiding using the kind of language you are using here.
i have several messages from pete on facebook where he uses similar language to describe
you. it is almost too much for my mind to process!



you call him stalinist. he calls you fascist.

the strangest thing is that what pete wants more than anything is to get the history right, the
same as what you want.
he thinks your history is wrong, and he thinks it is wrong in very important ways.
he thinks you are re-naming works by Italian poets from the 70s to prove a point about the
current practice known as asemic writing. i know you are not doing that, but i don't know where
the confusion comes from. pete says he met these poets in the 70s and their intentions were
different. i don't know for sure, of course, how could i, but i tend to think he is probably right
about that. maybe Tomaso Binga can answer that question for us.
i think there are many kinds of visual poetry, and what has come to be called asemic writing is
one of them.
i think the desemanticized writing in Italy in the 70s is a kind of visual poetry, too.
asemic writing has grown into something much larger than any kind of writing. i don't think that
is a success. i think it is a serious problem.
that's why i have to insist on the history from 1997, so people can see that this current practice
began as a kind of visual poetry. that lasted for a few years, that's all. then it became everything,
or tried to become everything. and people started saying it is not any kind of visual poetry, and
never was. we know better. it absolutely was a kind of visual poetry, circa 1998-99. not as
theory, as practice. so, i think we can say that it was invented twice -- at least twice -- or to be
more precise, it was discovered as an area for exploration within the practice of making visual
poems. it looks to me like that's is what was going on in the Italian works of the 60s, 70s, and
80s, and i know that is what was going on in the late 90s
maybe we don't need to begin with visual poetry. maybe we should start with poetry. the fact is,
in the late 90s what was first called asemic writing was a kind of textual poetry -- not any kind of
visual poetry, it was a radically disjunctive experimental textual poetry. it was not asemic, of
course, the word was used to suggest what might be an outer limit, if the experiment continued
on its then-current path.
so, maybe it would be more useful for us to think of asemic writing as a possible path of
exploration within the practice of poetry, just as visual poetry is a possible path of exploration
within poetry.
it looks to me like the asemic movement, a good example of which might be the facebook
asemic writing group, has moved for the most part into the realm of visual art. it no longer has
any relationship to poetry, visual or otherwise. many current practitioners have explicitly stated
this. the problem with this is that they are still using the term "writing". it causes a lot of
confusion. not because of what the definition of "writing" is, but because a lot of work that
doesn't have anything at all to do with visual poetry gets included under the term "asemic
writing", and it gives folks who aren't interested in or knowledgeable about visual poetry a kind
of permission to misunderstand that term in damaging ways.

i don't know how to bridge this gap between the two of you. i tried earlier and have failed.



it is not your fault. it is pete's fault.
not because he doesn't understand things, he has been doing this his whole life and is erudite in
these areas.
but he is at war with the idea of asemic writing, and when discussing the term he expresses
himself like someone who is at war.
i have said before, i too find it difficult to deal with.
but i think he writes like someone who is too angry to bother with being civil, i don't think he acts
like a stalinist.
(and obviously i think it is utterly absurd to call you a fascist.)
he does what he does because he cares, passionately, about the same things you care about.

it is so hard to try to write this. i will have to write pete too, as soon as i finish writing you. maybe
i will just send him this.

the last thing i want is to be in the middle of this, trying not to do damage to either of my
friendships.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
you are a wonderful person, jim.
and i can subscribe to any single sentence (letter! punctuation mark!) of your email.

i don't know what to add!

and it also helps me to understand the situation. (or i think so).

i particularly underline this passage:

it looks to me like the asemic movement, a good example of which might be the facebook
asemic writing group, has moved for the most part into the realm of visual art. it no longer has
any relationship to poetry, visual or otherwise. many current practitioners have explicitly stated
this. the problem with this is that they are still using the term "writing". it causes a lot of
confusion. not because of what the definition of "writing" is, but because a lot of work that
doesn't have anything at all to do with visual poetry gets included under the term "asemic
writing"

i'm not sure if i understand it well. but if i do, i must say i definitely and strongly agree. i see (in
facebook more than in other web zones) hundreds of posts made of abstract stuff, blurred
images, alphabetic lists, drawings (realistic ones!), sculptures, photos, kitsch surrealist



landscapes, imaginary galaxies, portraits etc etc etc that have absolutely nothing to do with any
*writing* practice (be it asemic or not. but especially with asemic one).

i do not want to hurt anyone, so i never comment in facebook. i only put my 'likes' under works i
recognise as asemic writing and i actually like.

i find the same problem in asemicnet.blogspot.com and other spaces. as soon as i invite people
to post, the blog soon gets filled with *any* kind of stuff, again under the asemic label.

but this is a problem of the kitsch-ification of the net. it's not the Asemic Plan for the Destruction
of Planet Earth.

well. ok.

as for pete, i understand the fact that "he does what he does because he cares, passionately,
about the same things" i care about, but in my personal case and opinion the main problem with
him isn't his passion (or his consequently sharp/insulting tongue), but with his not listening to
me. (at all).

at the same time, i say passion and *pathological* excess often border one another. and my fear
is he cannot help nor stop himself. i (just anybody i think) have experience of this kind of people.
the communication is closed. roots are cut from the ground. (the fact he blocked me is eloquent.
he not only switched off the phone, he cut the wire too!).

this fact is finally an *also* political fact, since it's a sign of a way of thinking and acting.

as for history, i'll meet bianca menna in ten days. i'll ask her something about the works in the
70s. but the problem is another. the problem isn't what bianca and others did in those years. to
me (you and i talked about that) is definitely clear they weren't doing something they at that time
could call "asemic writing". ok. i'm sorry pete didn't catch it; or maybe i didn't explain well, it's my
fault. (or i didn't have time to express myself the right way).

they were doing lots of things. performance and vispo and sound experiments. in and under
these experiments, a current of handwritten stuff was running strong and in part independently.
was it an often illegible writing? yes. was it "asemic"? they didn't exclusively call it this way
(even if "scritture asemantiche" and "scritture desemantizzate" are clear titles). they also used
other definitions, without being castrated by definitions. once we have clear the birth of the term,
and its limits, i think we may use it in many cases, without scandal.

i'm forced to leave the pc. i must work on emilio villa. monday is near. but our exchange, jim,
has been so fruitful and precious to me i can't express how much i loved and love it. i'm saving
our emails one by one, storing them in a folder i hope i'll open soon to think (& write) again
about what i still haven't had time to focus on.



i run. (some crumbs of my presence will still appear here and there on facebook) but i must go!

hugs!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Marco
thank you for this, Marco.
i too have loved this recent exchange.
a lot of it is in the last two six months books.

tonight i am going to do some work on the new six months book.
i will be at the computer, but maybe not much mail or facebook until tomorrow afternoon.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Marco
here is a term
Scrittura visuale
visual writing -- right?
it's not much in use in english in relation to visual poetry, but i think actually it could be very
useful when attempting to think of quasi-calligraphic work as a kind of visual poetry.
i found it looking for images by Patrizia Vicinelli.
i found a reference to this book: Scrittura visuale in Italia 1912-1972
i've been using the term off and on for years, and last year i used it a lot.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/albums/72157651435356666
the image i found by Vicinelli isn't calligraphic at all. it is this
http://www.satt.org/italo-log/Patrizia-Vicinelli-visuelles-Gedicht.gif
i don't see a date for it. sometime before 1972.
it's very interesting to see the language these visual poets were using 40 - 50 years ago.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

THU 10:26PM



pete spence: i defriended Marco i will only trear people with respect that do the same to me...he
is too silly for my way of thinking...i may give this all away because stupidy pisse me off
jim leftwich: Marco, or Tony Green?
oh, now i see the exchange between you and marco. all of this has gotten very messy.
FRI 3:22AM
pete spence: he has renamed works done in 1974 by Italians i personally met using Asemic in
the titles this word really only came in to play in Art in recent decades...he is doing what Gaze
did renaming early works by good artists with other intentions...these people ideologues will fuck
All the good work done...i might as well go out back and burn every visual poem i ever made the
hare bringing it to nothing
another person asked me on the site if i had a problem with abstract art!! are these idiot real do
they think at all...i spend my life seep in philosophic thought about the things i do and why yet
these idiots treat me like shit
sorry i'm so angry on this i just feel every thing has been a waste of time
the thing about these Asemic people is they want praise for their work but will not suffer
critcism...that equal a type of fascism to me
FRI 2:37PM
jim leftwich: i saw the thing with tony about abstract art. insulting. you shouldn't even try to put
up with that kind of thing.
with marco it is different. he cares passionately about the history, just as you do.
i have enormous respect for both of you. and, though you don't believe me now, marco
deserves that respect as much as you do.
the misunderstanding between the two of you got out of control. it bothers me a lot. i am in the
middle, and i hate that.
if we can get the history right, then the current so-called asemic movement will have no effect at
all on the context of visual poetry in which you have worked for your entire life.
but that's what needs to be done, the history, the various histories, need to be writen and
circulated. the primary documents need to be preserved, and they need to be available to
serious researchers. i've been working on this a lot for the past year or so, and marco is working
on it to.
we are not interested in revisionist histories, we are working against that kind of thing.
you can help. you should stop putting your time into the facebook firefights, and produce
something that can be published, or archived, or both.
i will publish anything you do, but i can only do it online, as a pdf publication.
i have told people that your perspective is essential to this discussion. not everyone agrees with
me now, but we can change that.
you don't need to waste your time arguing with people on facebook. you can put that time and
energy to much more important uses.
SAT 7:44PM
pete spence: thanks for the response...yeah i respected Marcos for a while but when he kepts
coming from the same angle i thought him a waste of time...really think i'll leave silliness to its
own downfall...the idea that we wanted to push peoples idea of what is readable was a good
intent...an intent not to be damaged by short thinking



jim leftwich: actually, pete, i don't think marco is a waste of time at all. i have corresponded with
him a lot. he has done and is doing a lot of research into these subjects. i like him and respect
him. sharing information and discussing it can't be a waste of time, and that's what marco and i
do. we don't agree on every single point about everything, but we don't argue about it. we write
to each other and explain our positions, we share links, it's an excellent exchange. he knows a
lot about these subjects and he cares a lot about them.
i agree with this completely " the idea that we wanted to push peoples idea of what is readable
was a good intent " -- and that's why i think getting the history straight is so important. the term
"asemic writing" is not going to disappear. we have to be involved in defining the context for it.
my position, as you know, is: there is no such thing as asemic writing. however, there is the
possibility of pushing poetry in the direction of the unreadable, the "beyondsense" of zaum, for
example. if some poets want to include a kind of illegible quasi-calligraphic component in that
area of exploration, i don't think i need to have a problem with that. what i have a problem with is
the current tendency to attach the word asemic to everything in the world, so it becomes a kind
of contaminant, light the new age sweetness and light version of poetic exploration. that's a
problem. but, just so you know, marco is not part of that problem. he is an important part of the
solution to that problem.
SAT 11:01PM
pete spence: sure i'm happy with what you've said there..i'm not going to be able to talk to
Marco...so thats that...how old is he?
other point...i'm saying at the point of intention or Representation the Asemic cannot exist...the
prescription maybe...but when the intent to show happens that which is shown is now part of the
lonmg trail of what we know
may overall problem becomes i see a lot of FINE Vis/Po named Asemic...its Vis/Po already!!!
and i see a lot of bad art named as Asemic...the Vis/Po i can go with but under any
circumstance the bad/poor stuff is a disaster using the semic title to get away with what the
Asemic is trying to get awawy with and that ain't on
3:19AM
jim leftwich: we're in fundamental agreement, pete, i think we've already decided that. i'm not
sure how old marco is, i've never asked and his profile doesn't say. i'm just now seeing your
posts, noting in them that i want to argue with. i've been talking the last few hours with a friend
who just got back from a trip to england and croatia, mostly listening to his stories. in any case
it's late and i'm tired so maybe we'll continue this tomorrow.
Chat Conversation End
Seen 3:19am

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

(no subject)



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 2
to Bill
http://po-ex.net/taxonomia/materialidades/planograficas/bruno-neiva-averbaldraftsone-otherstori
es

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 3
to me
i like the work...thanks for sharing

am thinking u posted this on FB?
on one of my infrequent, but at least weekly, excursions on FB
i saw this...i think...maybe something similar.

FB is almost too much info--at least for this  mind...
of course there are means and manners to deal with excess meaning
derived from too much info/too many data streams

i don't know abt the ''averbal...asemic group? [my emphases]
i'm sure u understand ...

someday i'd like to share thghts on  richard tuttle as an artist and: visual poetry
anyway, take care,
b

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <Billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Sat, Jan 2, 2016 4:10 pm

http://po-ex.net/taxonomia/materialidades/planograficas/bruno-neiva-averbaldraftsone-otherstori
es



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 3
to Bill
there is something called the asemic writing group on facebook.
also a google group and there used to be a blog.
it's all part of the enormous so-called asemic movement
(as of today the facebook asemic writing group has 10,407 members).
forget the 10 thousand, do you think there are 407 people who know about and care about
asemic writing? at least there are over 10 thousand people who have heard of it. i guess
that's something. i remember when there were 5 people who had heard of it.

today i saw a comment by pete spence (one of the best visual poets -- ever)
where he called the asemic movement a farce.
he was responding to De Villo Sloan (visual poet & theorist, going back to the 80s).
sloan said he has no intention of being the spokesmodel for asemic writing.

it's all interesting to me.

i like Neiva's sense of the necessity for defining terms, no matter how nuanced
the differences might seem to some.
if we are going to use these terms -- any of them -- we need to be able (and willing) to define
them.
billybobbeamer@aol.comJan 3
it would have been great had i been able to consult with you when trying to w...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 4
to Bill
a lot of folks don't like my definition.
so, no matter what the chronology, i don't know what i'm talking about.
that's almost right.
i am talking about one thing, and they are talking about another.
i just wish they would make the effort to come up with their own name for what they are talking
about.

i guess the asemic writing group is a consequence of the asemic writing movement.

Tim is mostly interested in asemic writing as a reading experience. i am mostly interested in it as
a writing experience.



as it happens these are very different perspectives on the experience, and therefore very
different ideas of and (and how) the term means.
i like Tim, but we have taken different paths. several years ago he mentioned coming for a visit,
and i think i would still enjoy that very much.

i think what i have been calling of late "quasi-calligraphic drawing" is only one small tendril of the
practice of asemic writing. in the late 90s i was exploring the possibilities of working with the
shapes of letters, not just in handwriting but also in various fonts. i made my own distressed
alphabets, with deteriorated and destabilized letter-forms, and wrote hundreds of pages of
visual poetry using them. at the same time, i made hundreds of pages of quasi-calligraphic
writing, improvising fragments and recombinations of letter-forms. i would read these out loud, in
my livingroom, as part of  the process of making them. they were visual poems, and visual
poems as scores, as sound poems. the quasi-calligraphic writings were letteral and gestural.
i didn't need the word asemic in order to write those poems. the word "asemic" showed up in my
mailbox as a footnote on a postcard, and the timing was such that it got completely out of
control.
i really don't think Tim needed the word either.
but we both latched on to it and sent out hundreds of pages of it into the network of networks.
it was a big rush.  we were carrying on with the avant practice of "making it new".
...all that seems like such a long time ago. it's been less than 20 years, but as the old saying
goes, what a long strange trip it's been...
in some ways it is a kind of sad absurdity that the word has any circulation at all.
it confuses and distracts people.
it doesn't assist people in engaging the world as a text, in "reading" all of their experiences.
asemic writing should be part of the practice of writing-against-itself.
it is a struggle, an agon within language.
it can assist in training us to resist the normal, easy, comfortable flow of meaning-building in our
minds.
that is the old Blakean training, the process of opening the doors of perception.
the doors open onto the marriage of heaven and hell -- both/and, that is. heaven AND hell.
the mysterium conjunctionis.
5 = 6.
the point of the triangle above meets the point of the triangle below, at the point in the center of
the quincunx.
the cosmic war occurs as if immersed in an excess of meanings -- experientially inside us.
asemic writing exists to assist in training us to acknowledge this.

the idea that there is such a thing as asemic writing permits us to ignore all of this.
but there is no such thing, and we do not have permission to ignore any of this.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 4



to me
very well said, jim, and most interesting, e.g.,you have tied blake, jung, and geometry into a
sensibly constructed mini-essay... hope you will publish this
i might have to copy and do a conmputerpiece with/alongside...something

i did hack  [have not sent] and alter 2 of the diffrx images from FB...with marco

i've enjoyed reading/viewing pete spence's visual poetry...my memory is so bad...i'm sure you
have mentioned him before

&thanks again for the FB post-- i truly appreciate it!
will  also be quite happy when we again share the page, so to speak.

sending marton right many works...packing and selecting more as i write

hope all goin'ok
talk soon,
b

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 4
to Bill
sue and i have both been sick.
i had took tues off last week, had wed and thurs as usual, worked friday, and
haven't worked since.
writing what i can, sleeping a lot, watching basketball.
not feeling good, and not feeling good about how things are going.
i don't usually go into this kind of thing very much, but, well, there it is for now.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 5
to me
i just had a very detailed jumbled dream that you were in--
something like a multicolored shattered mirror in memory at this moment--
&woke up
...which is why i got up to write you...



...am very sorry to hear you and sue are sick. that sucks!
at least i can send healing wishes for you both.
let me know if i can help you all in some way...
i mean that...

hope aaron has stayed well...

take care... [always looks lame, lazy at the end of an email
but is not ever meant that way]
b

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 5
to Bill
multicolored, shattered memory...hmmm

i have been laying in bed, worrying, trying to figure things out.
it is like something in my brain is broken.
like a broken leg in the brain.
i can trace it to an event at work a couple of weeks before christmas.
then sue got sick, and i got sick, and everything adds up.
everything.
i think as of today i am no longer working at wal-mart.
i would need to get a leave of absence, just paperwork, really, i think, involving a doctor.
i'm not doing it.
so i'm not even calling them today. i'm just not going. so that's that.
i told someone at work the last day i went in that i had already experience the straw
that broke the camel's back, and i was just limping my way through to the inevitable
end of working there.
...then this cold or flu or whatever it is, and that's it.
i don't have a plan B. i don't have any savings. maybe i can sell some art.
who knows. i do know it is going to take some time for this to heal.
...this is more than i ever write, to anyone, about this kind of thing...
something will work out, but right now i don't know what.

billybobbeamer@aol.com



Jan 5
to me
i usually don't write to say that i will pray for someone about whatever... but with my dream and
this email, which do seem to dovetail,
toward meaning,... it makes sense to say now that i will
pray[find another word] for you all...which i do anyway, but i'll step it up. nothing religious-
-i'm going on the data from lynn mctaggart and many others--prayer works--
energy fields, etc whatever...another discussion...

personally, i am glad to see you leave that place. i hate shopping there, but do b/c i can find
lower prices, e.g., catfood
i may rethink this, too...considering how they treat their workers, and i have had fairly many
conversations with other disgruntled walmart staff...

of course, i don't know the answers for you, but here are 3 thoughts to consider:

1. if you need a job reference--and i have done plenty--count on me for a superlative
recommendation.
2.  if i can do ANYTHING for you,i will try my damnedest to do it or find someone who can...
i have spent my life connecting people and resources, so just let me know. not promising
anything, except effort as needed
3,. if i can do practical things --like, get your groceries, run an
errand-- i will be more than happy to do it

that's what comes to mind at the moment...anything else, please holler...and all is confidential
as far as i am concerned.
right now, just rest and take care of yourself... let me know

you are right--something will work out
selling art sounds like a cool idea
you do some great stuff, and you have a 'name'
i suspect if you put it out there, there would be buyers
maybe from the ''regular'' art culture, too
a time to bring visual poetry, even, into a spotlight.

kathy is sicjk today with diverticulitis--very painful. fortunately she has some effective drugs

well i've writ enuf...we'll talk soon, i hope.
my best to you, sue, aaron & yr critters!
b



-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 5
to Bill
thanks, bill.
i don't know what we'll need, or when.
but i do need to start working on generating a new source of income, and
i honestly don't feel capable of regular employment right now, so i'll have
to look at alternatives. selling art (or even archives) was the first thing
that came to mind.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 5
to me
that sounds hopeful.
if i had the money, you wouldn't have to think about money.

if i get any ideas i'll share, of course.
in the meantime, know that i'm thinking about you

b

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 5
to Bill
any ideas will be very welcome.
thanks, bill.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 5
to Bill



before we moved to roanoke i got almost all of my jobs everywhere i ever lived by
word of mouth, through friends. sue and i have been talking about how to do that
here. you're the first person who comes to mind, and beth deel is next -- but i don't
really have much contact with beth any more.
we're just scatter-shooting. need something soon, don't need the same old shit, not
entirely sure how to go about this except to start telling people.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 5
to me
one that hit me...small potatoes,maybe...i don't know... but we-- along with aaron-- could
complete cd's for sale
--project was for my images--but we cld change, expand, etc...a loose thght, but ...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 5
to me
you might want to look at city/county of roanoke/montgomery/botorourt listings, as well as state
listings.
vdot, 1 example, used to have a rapid turnover.. not necessarily a good thing, but ''jobs avail''.n
any event, hopefully...
job would not be the same old shit, anyway. kathy said the same thing abt state city etc listings
... and i have known people who have worked for vdot--it's ok...

https://jobs.agencies.virginia.gov/applicants/jsp/shared/Welcome_css.jsp

state benefits are good and there is a good deferred compensation program.

beth would indeed be  an excellent resource.
at one time i saw her pic on posters and a billboard--
i think in re: business--and she worked a business, but that didn't work, as i remember
anyway, i am certain that she is more knowledgeable about ''what's up'' in roanoke and
environs...
the last email i have fro her is:



bethdeel@gmail.com,

and she is on FB of course

kathy and i don't go out much, and i've been retired 12 yrs and she 5, i think...we are kinda outta
touch.
that said, i of course WILL ask around also! -- most of my contacts are also retired, but never
hurts to ask.
.
i hope one of these options helps!
b

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
thanks, bill. i will take a look.
i've been "thinking out loud a little today".
not quite fully focused yet, on what i need to do.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to me
i can imagine. you've been sick.
.i will try to make some calls today,
sadly, my contacts are limited..
something will develop for you i am sure.
i guess i didn't mention the obvious state agency,
the vec, but i suppose that is self evident
anyway, best wishes to you.

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
thanks, bill.
i am just getting up, but i think any assistance you might be able to provide in this would actually
come from your contacts in the art world, and not from your work-related contacts.
i really don't think any of the state agencies would find me to be a very attractive job applicant.
the likelihood of me getting hired, and of me actually being able to do those kinds of jobs, is
unfortunately rather slim.

today i am trying to get focused and to be realistic.
thanks again.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to me
truthfully, my only significant contact is with jayson lawfer, at the nevica project
thenevicaproject.com

haven't been in touch with him for awhile, but if you go to the site you will see that he buys and
sells
i don't know, but maybe a fit there for the archive sale, perhaps?

the gallery in atlanta folded--still an online operation, but i don't see that as being profitable

olchar and warren might know more about local folks who could help
in that regard--local-- [i'm writing stream like] might be brian seiveking-- he is very familiar with
buying and selling in the art world..
he is at va western--
BSieveking@virginiawestern.edu

then there is talia at roanoke college... she might be great help!
mlogan@roanoke.edu

lets see: alison hall...no contact since she started getting a name... not meaning that the way it
sounds... i just think she is supremely busy to the hilt, caring for a friend with cancer, traveling
from roanoke to brooklyn and back...but she has sold out her shows in nyc
she will know something of the nyc market-- where we need to get you--that and chicago

http://www.alisonchall.com/



alisonchall@me.com [last email address i have for her]

then your friend in st louis...whose name at the moment escapes me

ah--gee..yes!the president of org of independent artists in nyc...she follows me on FB and by
extension will have heard of you...

geraldine cosentino at
oiashow@nycmail.com

i can make any or all initial contacts, but let me know [and let me know what u want me to say!]..
sorry the list is not longer... i just don't ''hang'' too much with artists, ...and musicians i know are
local only...
and broke, mostly

hope this will be helpful, jim

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
maybe it would be worthwhile to check with the nevica project.
as far as the artworld is concerned, i am a total outsider, not even an outsider artist.
it's a stretch to imagine galleries wanting my visual poems.
folks who are better connected than i am have tried repeatedly over many years and always
failed.
so, maybe the guy at nevica. but i don't feel optimistic about my own work.
if you don't mind doing it, you could send him the pdf of found incoherents trash and see if he
has any interest in that kind of thing.

beyond that, maybe we could arrange something with some of the archived works. that will have
to come up eventually, may as well be now.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to me



another thought: ken farmer auctions...he has an international following, and is often on
antiques roadshow on pbs...don't know how much he deals with paper
items, but he would certainly know who would...

i'll write jayson, and get his opinion, etctoo.

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
thanks for that letter to Jayson.
let's hope something develops for all of us...

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to me
you are most welcome!..i meant to attach this:

https://farmer-auctions.com/

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
i am just now seeing the attached on facebook.
i would like to take it as an omen.
Attachments area
Preview attachment Fricker, sell your archives.jpg
Fricker, sell your archives.jpg

billybobbeamer@aol.com



Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to me
i will stick with the good side of the omen definition.
but, damn straight, yes!

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 6 (13 days ago)
to Bill
yes, thinking in terms of a good omen.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 8 (11 days ago)
to me
no return email yet--if yr wondering--he travels out of the country a lot --has written me, but
maybe week goes by...
maybe u have othr good news, perhaps?
not being nosey, just trying to figure when to quit th search

just a thght...have u written sheila murphy? wondering what resource referrals she might have...

neway, best...more pics in a bit
[t'hell what artists think...it is what it is...]

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 8 (11 days ago)
to Bill
i've been talking/emailing with some folks here in town, nothing solid yet.

i think you have done enough, bill, and i appreciate all you have done.
sometimes i think i write you when i'm in the middle of panic attacks,
and i might come off as more irrational than i really am. thanks for



getting in touch with Jayson. he's probably just busy.

it's weird with sheila, we really haven't been in touch for several years now.
when i tried to friend her on facebook the message came back that she was over her limit for
friends (5 thousand).
it's ok, i guess. but i'm not going to contact her about this.
so far, i haven't contacted anyone in the network about this.
i don't really think there's anything out there at the moment that will solve my immediate
problem.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 8 (11 days ago)
to me
i'm hoping jayson might have something.
othrwse i 'll keep attuned to whatever comes along, and fw: if i think relevant
but, listen, i don't think i have done anything..
i have so many friends in bad times right now and i just wish i cld help
kathy bought a powerball...i think that cld be a true nightmare--security, the whole works...
maybe a smaller lottery [snile...]

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 8 (11 days ago)
to Bill
it's one of those times where i assume things will work out one way or another
they always have, right, or else i wouldn't still be here
but right now i don't know exactly how things will work out
and there is i must admit a part of my mind that thinks this is it
this is the time when things actually do not work out at all

i really shouldn't write emails when i am feeling/thinking like this
i should just write poems

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 8 (11 days ago)
to me
no i'm glad you did. and write poems. absolutely



i don't know if you wld like to do another
collab. but i'm willing to try

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to Bill
the interview is out and circulating, looks good. i think the folks who are interested in this kind of
thing will see it (and there really aren't that many of us, so there is actually a chance that ALL of
the folks who are interested in this kind of thing will see it --odd to consider that, isn't it?).

i'd love to do another collaborative book, soon.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to me
odd indeed ! hope so!
and i think that audience
will grow soon when i share with other friends, other lives,
on fb

i'm ''collecting'' as it were, my ''favorite'' pieces
like the solitary gameof self-crit.but not crit.either
i cld send a few of those? maybe you have poems
or text that you feel would be in correspondence?
just a thght....i'll lv all that up to you...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to Bill



a whole lot of people will see this because Marton is involved with it

i haven't thougth about our next collaboration yet

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to me
just an    if     and a   whenever re the collab
i understand

micheal wrote recently and said some things abt my works, writing that was pleasing to read
that i want to share with you, since you introduced us[ the statement was the one abt seeing my
works on different ''levels'' --i hacked terms from the meru.orgsite]:
'' ...printed out your statement, read it—it's brilliant—& tucked it in the folder with the gallery
pamphlet. Inspiring really, and your points of reference were wickedly interesting and obscure.  I
want to frame your work—something to protect and so I can look at it and try out some of your
suggested reading techniques—as soon as I can to add to my collection of cool hepness.

Must be on the base surface level you described to your work, but I thought again of Duchamp,
as one of the writings you sent reminded me a floating vagina—or, ahem, more like pubic hair?
Add that "etant donnes" resonance to the dust one I made a few emails ago. Better ask me—me
& leftwich to write essays for you next gallery show? ''

i explained that no more shows by me that i have to set up---something else, an invitation, might
come along. i don't know
we'll see

i know u don't want to do that kind of writing, but that's what he wrote..anyway, i'd be honored if
he did write something... whenever... as applicable.

in other news, i hope you are getting some good news re finances, etc
best!

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



(no subject)

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
went to visit someone in a home yesterday--stepped back into a funereal atmosphere of the
1950's...clean, but all a 50's look that became surreal..., that left me ... i have been in thousands
of very sad squalorplaces, as u can imagine, but this affected me... couldn't do anything for 24
hrs.
you had asked  to know what i am thinking, so this is one thing--wiped me out
of course, could have been an FM attack, but maybe connected..i wasn't ''wearing the black
badge social worker shield''... that might have been the prooblem. i don't know. but thght it
significant enuf to write you about... o, well...maybe a creation will develop

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to Bill
you never know when those kinds of experiences  are going to hit

the other night you wrote

just went on FB & saw the book u posted... it occurs to me that any one of these pages
enlarged to
what i the call the ''how to get a photo into a museum, make it large'' look...xcpt. there is real gut
punching quality here... your language work makes smithereens out of the other artists'-- weiner,
et al--[call it] text art.. i'll discuss that later, but am falling asleep

and i responded by saying i would be interested to hear what you are thinking

i've spent a bit of this afternoon, the second afternoon this week, dealing with
benefits/distribution of some 401k money that i have. it's not much, but it's there and it's mine.
today i found out that i'm not officially not working there until 45 days after my last paycheck.
nonsense, but nothing to be done about it.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
good to hear abt the money, in any event!



yes, i now see th context, and need to detail my thinking...

a1st step--school has a deal i think w/local printer...maybe they wld do one... enlarge to feet, not
inches... thinking cost...u prob kno more abt than i do..
put i n show at school? have a solo show at school?...fac/nrv would readily show yr work, but
that is not the best market, altho people travel from all over
to go there... there is now a better possiblility [unlike what my show turned into] of a lot of
performance mixed in, but that deviates...

also, if willing to make the leap, i'd explore /send stuff like i did  to NYC--unsuccessfully, but got
a nice note from the director of sundarem tagore gallery that ''work wonderful--keep u in
mind--not accepting new, etc, etc... but u wld not be new like me, when i sent stuff...i actually
like to avoid the art world,
but jayson is a cool guy-- he rescues animals, was director of lillstreet, to get works out to
hospitals, nursing homes,classes for impoverished kids, etc...

i suspect that if he runs across someone in chicago who is a visual poet, etc he might give  a
second look? i don't know, of course. just in my stream--in the moment-- of thinking

more than willing--as physically able--of course to help you with all this, tho i don't know a lot
i wish atlanta had worked out better. terence jackson is such a kind person, and he IS into vispo
and dis performance at his gallery
i just don't know abt his status.

in any event, i'm glad i sh[a]red the experience--very unique=-- and i suspect some workdark will
come.
up to thmuses...anima/animus

i am still thinking but more later...kb called me for dinner

maybe i'm all wet & this is the wrong direction for you

all this collects seems to at the crux - ''definition''- meaning of text art & visual poetry, and i don't
feel qualified or unqualified to take that on...certainly it wld seem jacobson wldnt.
is it aestetic? actually moral? i  can see in  those areas, vaguely. maybe this makes no sense.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 15 (4 days ago)
to me
cont'd thinking



truthfully the very best to consult on selling, showing would be talia logan. i haven't been in
recent contact with her, but
she did tour nyc, perhaps every year? looking for artists for rcoll. shows.
anyway, hope some of all of this helps..

ps.i'm writing quite freely, so ..as thgts. occur, stream of...so i cld be off base in areas.
hawell, i had to write for so long under such strict guidelines [really strict, when u are assigned
to a group to draft code
...policy, etc, for review by anyone, including the media]... so i like stretchin, even now, aft all th
yrs.

yep, second thght says talia...

pps... new york--used to have to send slides some places--hope that has changed.

last: joining the OIA in nyc has opened opps. for gallery shows.. they themselves had gallery
202 or 204, but closed b/c of rent incr.
but do have shows at NYU gallery in th village, and in other small ones occasionally... cost is
70.00 per yr, plus 10 per show, to [barely, it seems] cover costs.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Bill
i appreciate you helping me think through all of this, but i honestly can't get my head around the
idea of actually attempting to market what i do as art. sue thinks i would have to do something
that i don't normally do, which would mean i am unlikely to be any good at it, since i don't really
do it. my head starts spinning with these ideas, in totally unproductive ways. i can't see it.
i'm sorry. i feel like i am wasting your time with my current neuroses.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
o, no, jim--you are not wasting my time; you are giving me the permission and opportunity to
help a friend.

what creator among us--or out there-- is not --visible on some level or not--neurotic [a broad
brush term, covers much, allows for much, and there you go....]
i am known for underwhelming neurotic leanings.



.i have been looking at quite a few of yr images... i think about all would look great, blown up to
human height/dimension, visual poetry in human dimension: leads to some really new waves,
perhaps...could even add to them --i see black oils...but not necessarily.
once you find a gallery--and i'd shoot for new york--

-----a just now thght...we can come up with a cove r letter...i'll shop for ny galleries for you, and
send letters and images, and you won't have to think about it...it din't exactly work for me at the
time, back in 2003-4, i think it was--maybe i put too much stock in a post retirement career...
anyway, i believe in your work more than i do mine . i think some gallery,sent with yr. creds and
references, would be foolish to pass you up.

anyway, if you could or would like to send me some images i will pick some that i think wld look
super

but i don't mean to push...i'll back away, because i, too, hate to be pushed...
so, please see thse as  suggestions  only--maybe for consideration. later--maybe not.

anyway, let me know
thinkin of you,

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Bill
that is a very kind and generous offer, to sort of act as an agent for me/my work with the new
york galleries. new york would be the last place i would look for support for anything i do.  i
suppose i don't believe in my own work at all when it comes to this kind of context.
i have a friend, Steve Dalachinsky, who has lived in manhattan his whole life. he's a poet, a jazz
critic, a collage artist, among other things, and he is an incredibly social being. he knows more
people than i have heard of. AND, although his collages are exceptional -- they get serious
praise around the world, deservedly so -- he is completely ignored by the new york gallery
scene. i operate in the same general world that he does, though he is much better known than i
am. i would expect to be completely ignored too.
i got a note from MARCO a couple of days ago. he has been reading the Six Months books.
i just sent him the pdf for book 146 yesterday. he said:
'Six Months will be remembered as one of the greatest "opere mondo" [world opus?] of the XXI
century, i think.
i still have to read the last (more or less) seven/ten books. i consider it a masterpiece."



i hope he is right. he's read 135, 140 of the books.
but, we don't even have anyone willing to publish it in book form. marco is publishing it at a file
storage site, in pdf form.
that's good enough for me, but it's also an indication of how much money the world thinks it can
make off of my work. zero.
i don't feel comfortable even telling you to go ahead and pursue your idea.
i really don't expect the gallerists to be interested in what i do.

i really should just write poems...

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
i have no doubt you will be remembered as a very great poet of the 20-21st c.
that's cool --what marco sent!

you explain all eloquently in yr email.

i do understand..maybe this isn't the route for now
i wonder why yr friend is ignored; then i think of that
seminal essay by geoff huth, comparing art, visual poetry, etc

art vs./and/or visual poetry...

someone cld. probably do a dissertation on the subject.

thanks for all  the visual and othre poetry you do---

new pics on way soon

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
forgot to say--love the way you arranged the pages/images in gardens......increases the
mystery...



a great editor too!

-----Original Message-----
From: billybobbeamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
To: jimleftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Bill
thanks, bill
the essay by geof huth does come to mind.

that dissertation will be written when we are all dead and visual poetry sits in the museums
between the color field studies and the reclining nudes, just another piece in the great puzzle of
history. A History of Visual Poetry: From The Chapbook to The Louvre

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to Bill
i like the gardens book too.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
sounds about right......i like the title

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 16 (3 days ago)
to me
i just played w/a photo in re the gardens...
sending pieces in a moment

-----Original Message-----



From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>


